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10 BLACK

50 WHITE

ENGINEERED FOR THE WIN

Northwave is, among the athletes and enthusiasts of XC, the 
brand a symbol of innovation, technology, performance and 

a lot of victories. The Ghost Pro shoes have achieved many 
great results, thanks to the Northwave athletes who have 

always appreciated the lightness (just 312 g), the 
construction of the unidirectional carbon outsole that 

allows to “unload to the ground” all the power and, again, 
the possibility of a millimetric fit thanks to the X-Frame2 

upper construction and the 2 dials.

 GHOST PRO 80192031
size 36/48

half size 39,5 / 45,5

weight 312 g

The top of the line model of the NORTHWAVE XC collection is dedicated to pro-
fessional XC athletes and to those who love racing on track, where every pedal 
stroke can make the difference and where every downhill requires maximum 
control.

FEATURES:

Hyperlight XC sole made of 100% unidirectional carbon with a stiffness index of 
14.0 for top power transfer 28% more abrasion resistant than TPU, the Michelin 
rubber inserts with dual-layer compound technology provide excellent grip 
with minimum weight

Made with the patented XFrame 2® construction, the upper transfers every 
watt of power while providing the snuggest, even fit with no pressure points. 

The double SLW3 dial differentiates the pressure between the top of the instep 
and the toe for even better adaptability

Highly abrasion-resistant ultrathin reinforcements ensure 360° protection 
along the entire upper

Integrated heel system containing directional fibre prevents any slipping

Pro Regular Fit footbed with a stiffened dual density design increases the 
power transfer

TECH:

SLW3 CLOSURE SYSTEM

MICHELIN HYPERLIGHT XC SOLE

HIGHLY ABRASION-RESISTANT
REINFORCEMENTS

XFRAME 2 CONSTRUCTION 

INTEGRATED HEEL SYSTEM CONTAINING

DYNEEMA CABLE

S
T
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FEATURES:

Carbon XC 12 Sole with full-carbon insert in the pedal area and a stiffness index 
of 12.0. TPU inserts in strategic points ensure high traction and outstanding wear 
resistance

TPU thermowelded reinforcements on the toe and heel for added protection

Double SLW3 dial, the only dial with step-by-step and full release in a single 
button for optimal pressure distribution

Northwave Race footbed provides greater support

TECH:

 REBEL 2 GHOST XCM 2 8020202180202020
size 36/48

half size 39,5 / 45,5

weight 317 g

size 36/48

half size 39,5 / 45,5

weight 340 g

FEATURES:

Carbon XC 12 Sole with full-carbon insert in the pedal area and a stiffness index 
of 12.0. TPU inserts in strategic points ensure high traction and outstanding wear 
resistance

Made with the patented XFrame 2® construction, the upper transfers every watt 
of power while providing the snuggest, even fit with no pressure points. 

The double SLW3 dial differentiates the pressure between the top of the instep 
and the toe for even better adaptability

Highly abrasion-resistant ultrathin reinforcements ensure 360° protection along 
the entire upper

Integrated heel system containing directional fibre prevents any slipping

Northwave Race footbed with a stiffened dual density design increases the 
power transfer

TECH:

PUSH HARDER, DO IT FURTHER

Different terrains means a shoe able to adapt 
to every condition.
During the climbing of difficult ascents and on 
fast and technical descents, typical of a 
Marathon race, you need a shoe that is 
extremely performing and that is able to meet 
the needs of the athlete.
The XCM2, now renewed thanks to the 
introduction of the double dial, gives the long-
distance MTB enthusiasts very high 
performance, with a wide range of use, the 
true secret of the Ghost XCM2.

AIM TO THE TOP

The feeling, from the first time you wear the 
Rebel 2, is of a complete wrapping of the foot. 
That makes the shoe comfortable and, at the 
same time, extremely versatile and performing 
on any type of terrain. The secret is the unibody 
construction of the upper, developed on the 
anatomy of the foot with the aim of becoming 
one only thing with the foot, the shoe and the 
pedal. You can feel the results since the first 
rides: the control of the foot during a down the 
hill rides is excellent and the comfort, even 
after many hours of use, is amazing. 

66 FOREST / YELLOW FLUO 92 CAMO BLACK / YELLO W FLUO

18 BLACK / HONEY

87 ANTHRA / RED

51 WHITE / BLACK

10 BLACK
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 RAZER  ORIGIN PLUS 2 

ASYMMETRIC LACING 

DYNEEMA CABLE

TPU REINFORCEMENTS

SLW3 CLOSURE SYSTEM

MESH INSERTS

80192025 80212005
size 36/48

half size 39,5 / 45,5

weight 363 g

size 36/50

half size 39,5 / 45,5

weight 369 g

18 BLACK / HONEY

61 BLACK / CAMO

FEATURES:

XC 10 Sole with a stiffness index of 10.0. TPU inserts in strategic points ensure 
high traction and outstanding wear resistance

The unibody construction matches strategically placed large mesh inserts with 
ultrathin reinforced materials to deliver unrivalled breathability and targeted 
stability

The asymmetric lacing removes pressure from the top of the foot for the optimum 
snug fit

TPU thermowelded reinforcements on the toe and heel for added protection

SLW3 dial plus extra strap: the only dial with step-by-step and full release in  
a single button

Northwave Race footbed provides greater support

TECH:

76 ANTHRA / HONEY

04 BLACK / YELLOW FLUO

19 BLACK / ANTHRA

FEATURES:

Triple-density Speedlight 3D sole with a stiffness index of 10.0

The upper’s seamless unibody construction reduces pressure points. 

The pores across the entire surface ensure optimal ventilation

TPU thermowelded reinforcements on the toe and heel for added protection

SLW3 dial plus extra strap: the only dial with step-by-step and full release in  
a single button

TECH:

 ORIGIN PLUS 2
WIDE 

80212006
size 38/48

half size 39,5 /45,5

weight 362 g

19 BLACK / ANTHRA

FEATURES:

Triple-density Speedlight 3D sole with a stiffness index of 10.0

The upper’s seamless unibody construction reduces pressure points. 

The pores across the entire surface ensure optimal ventilation

TPU thermowelded reinforcements on the toe and heel for added protection

SLW3 dial plus extra strap: the only dial with step-by-step and full release in a 
single button

TECH:

12 BLACK / SIENA
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 SPIKE 2

 ORIGIN 2

80192029

80212007

size 34/50

half size 39,5 / 45,5

weight 340 g

size 36/50

half size 39,5 / 45,5

weight 375 g

41 YELLOW FLUO / BLACK10 BLACK41 YELLOW FLUO / BLACK

19 BLACK / ANTHRA 10 BLACK

15 BLACK / RED

04 BLACK / YELLOW FLUO

15 BLACK / RED

 TOUR

 HAMMER 2 JR

80204023

80192045

size 36/47

weight 342 g

size 32/38

weight 195 g

FEATURES:

Triple-density Speedlight 3D sole with a stiffness index of 10.0

The upper’s seamless unibody construction reduces pressure points. 

The pores across the entire surface ensure optimal ventilation

TPU thermowelded reinforcements on the toe and heel for added protection

3  velcro straps

FEATURES:

Jaws sole with a stiffness index of 6.0 

Sole with a natural rubber insert for enhanced grip

Upper with minimized stitching for greater comfort

2 velcro straps 

FEATURES:

Multifunction non marking sole ideal for indoor use

The upper’s seamless unibody construction reduces pressure points. 

Mesh inserts and pores across the entire surface ensure optimal ventilation

3 velcro straps

FEATURES:

Jaws sole with a stiffness index of 6.0 

Sole with a natural rubber insert for enhanced grip

Upper with minimized stitching for greater comfort

2 velcro straps  
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 ROCKSTER 80214005
size 36/48

half size 39,5 / 45,5

weight 315 g

EXPLORING HAS NEVER BEEN SO EASY
Northwave makes its debut in the Gravel world with a model designed for those 
who love travelling on two wheels. Rockster is adventure, freedom and comfort 
for all those who love to explore the world in the saddle. Rockster is a reliable, 
versatile and daring travel companion that you’ll no longer be able to do without.
The upper is equipped with micro-holes of different sizes in order to avoid 
compromising their resistance while also promoting breathability. The external 
microfibre layer has laser-cut micro-perforations that promote foot aeration 
even during the longest randonnées.

FEATURES:

Micro-perforated upper to guarantee ventilation and thermoregulation

TPU thermowelded toe and heel reinforcements increase abrasion resistance to 
ensure durability and resistance in the most demanding conditions

XC 10 Sole with a stiffness index of 10.0. TPU inserts in strategic points ensure 
high traction and outstanding wear resistance

Northwave Race footbed provides greater support

Lace closure

MICRO PERFORATED UPPER

TPU REINFORCEMENTS

LACES RESTRAINT SYSTEM

RUBBER WALKABLE SOLE

50 WHITE

DOUBLE LACES 
INCLUDED
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80202023  CLAN  TRIBE

 SPIDER PLUS 2

 CORSAIR  ESCAPE EVO
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10 BLACK

100 OFF WHITE / ORANGE

89 ANTHRA

96 FOREST

 X-TRAIL PLUS  X-TRAIL80202024 80202023
size 36/49

weight 446 g

size 36/49

weight 446 g

 ENDURO MID X-TRAIL PLUS
GTX

8016404180204045
size 38/48

weight 480 g

FEATURES:

Explorer sole with a calibrated stiffness midsole with an ideally flexible medial 
zone so it also feels great when walking

The Michelin rubber tread provides excellent grip on all surfaces

Extremely comfortable 3D mesh upper coated with a highly wear-resistant 
protective film with strategically placed impact-resistant reinforcements

SLW3 dial, the only dial with step-by-step and full release in a single button plus 

Integrated heel system ensures efficient heel retention

TECH:

FEATURES:

Explorer sole with a calibrated stiffness midsole with an ideally flexible medial 
zone so it also feels great when walking

The Michelin rubber tread provides excellent grip on all surfaces

Extremely comfortable 3D mesh upper coated by a highly protective and wear 
resistant film with strategically placed impact-resistant reinforcements

3 lightweight velcro straps reduce pressure on the foot

Integrated heel system ensures efficient heel retention

TECH:

FEATURES:

The new multiseason MTB trail shoe is able to keep your foot dry and perfectly 
insulated in any season, thanks to the waterproof and windproof PRISM S 3ly 
membrane.

Explorer sole with a calibrated stiffness midsole with an ideally flexible medial 
zone so it also feels great when walking

The upper has a classic construction for greater breathability; the toe is reinfor-
ced in TPU; an easy and even closure system is guaranteed by SLW3 dial; the only 
one with a step-by-step release, which allows a millimetric adjustment of the 
shoe in a  quick and intuitive way.

TECH:

FEATURES:

X-Fire sole with fast-clipping design and Michelin rubber for impressive 
grip on the pedal area and off the bike

Mid-cut design for increased ankle protection

Thermowelded Layer Construction with internal thermowelded reinforcements 
provides superior protection with minimized thickness and weight

Soft fabric tape loops for the laces reduce pressure points 

Extra-durable reinforced toe inspired by motocross technology

SLW3 dial: the only dial with step-by-step and full release in a single button

Dial protection included

TECH:

89 ANTHRA

62 BLACK / OFF WHITE / GOLD

96 FOREST

size 36/49

weight 474 g

10 BLACK
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 SPIDER PLUS 2 80153008
size 36/49

weight 414 g

S
P

I D
E RPLUS 2

TPU REINFORCEMENTS

SLW3 CLOSURE SYSTEM

X-CROSSBOW MICHELIN SOLE

MESH INSERTS

VELCRO OVER-STRAP

FEATURES:

X-Crossbow Michelin sole with self-cleaning tread blocks and enlarged edges to 
provide excellent grip

Thermowelded Layer Construction combines multiple layers without overlaps for 
excellent ventilation and reduced weight

Soft fabric tape loops for the laces reduce pressure points

Internal thermowelded reinforcements for added protection

SLW3 dial plus a Velcro over-strap: the only dial with step-by-step and full 
release in a single button

TECH:

89 ANTHRA

64 BLACK / OFF WHITE / ORANGE

04 BLACK / YELLO W FLUO
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 CORSAIR

 ESCAPE EVO

80193036

80173010

size 36/49

weight 374 g

size 36/50

weight 352 g

 SPIDER 2 80153009
size 36/49

weight 408 g

FEATURES:

X-Crossbow Michelin sole with self-cleaning tread blocks and enlarged edges to 
provide excellent grip

Thermowelded Layer Construction combines multiple layers without overlaps for 
excellent ventilation and reduced weight

Internal thermowelded reinforcements for added protection

SL2 super-quick lacing with elasticated keeper 

TECH:

13  BLACK / BLUE / ORANGE

12 BLACK / SIENA

89 ANTHRA

10 BLACK

FEATURES:

Damp-Lite sole: a lightweight all-rounder with rubber tread for enhanced grip

Lightweight construction with large mesh inserts and soft fabric lace loops

SLW3 dial plus a Velcro over-strap: the only dial with step-by-step and full 
release in a single button

Reinforced PU heel and toe enhance protection from bumps

TECH:

FEATURES:

Damp-Lite sole: a lightweight all-rounder with rubber tread for enhanced grip

Lightweight construction with extra reinforcements

Laces plus an over-strap and elasticated keeper 

Reinforced heel and toe for added protection

72 BLACK / COLORADO GREEN

10 BLACK
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 TRIBE 80193038
size 36/49

weight 435 g

 CLAN 80193037
size 36/49

weight 425 g

C
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A
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FLAT IS FUN

When Northwave decides to develop a new shoe, road, DH or flat 
model, they do it by using the best technologies, know-how, and 

best partners. For a Flat model, the outsole is the most important 
component; this is why the choice was to rely on soles by MICHELIN, 

the best brand partner for the development of customized tread 
compounds and design. The Clan shoe is, indeed, designed to be an 

excellent compromise between rigidity - to ensure control of the 
foot on the pedal - and comfort - for long days spent in 

bike parks or on “freeride” routes.

TPU REINFORCEMENTS

MICHELIN FLAT SOLE

LACES RESTRAINT SYSTEM

MESH TONGUE

EVA MIDSOLE

EASY FIT LOOP

FEATURES:

The sole features the exclusive Northwave flat system that’s specially developed 
to deliver total control. The co-developed MICHELIN-NW compound tread ensures 
unprecedented grip on the pedals

A one of a kind, the adaptive TPU shank with openings and calibrated stiffness 
ensures greater control and support

The EVA midsole provides efficient shock absorption

Abrasion-resistant welded upper with large breathable mesh inserts

Thermowelded TPU reinforcements on the toe and heel for impact protection

Mesh tongue with customized padding combines protection and breathability

Non-stretch laces are easily stowed in the elasticated keeper 

TECH:

99 OFF WHITE

87 ANTHRA / RED 10 BLACK

FEATURES:

Sole featuring a co-developed MICHELIN-NW compound ensures excellent grip on 
the pedals

Suede upper with large breathable mesh inserts

Reinforcements with abrasion-resistant rubber prints on the toe and heel and a 
reinforced toecap

Mesh tongue with customized padding combines protection and breathability

Non-stretch laces are easily stowed in the elasticated keeper

TECH:

99 OFF WHITE

10 BLACK80 GREY

15 BLACK / RED 68 BLACK / SAND

FLAT PEDAL SPECIFIC, BRO!

FLAT PEDAL SPECIFIC, BRO!
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